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SUNMkRY
1. Although Korea Develo-ment Rinan.ce Corporation (KDFC) was incorporated
in April 1967, its financing was completed only in Februa:ry 1968, when the sub-
scri"ons of the forein. inrves+tr.S and IFC were pa-id4 An. T f-rst+ Bnk loa
and the loan from United States Agency for International Development also became
effective at thfe samte -time. VnLx ap-proved its 4' rst lloans and invtestMen-t i
July 1968.
2. The performance of the Korean economy has continued to be impressive.
Real GPlr rose 59 in 1967 and 13% in 1968 largely because of the very high rate
of growth in the industrial sector, where private enterprise is dominant.
J1anufacturing contributed about %)7o to GuNP in i9600. Private sector investurnent
grew by 107% over the First Plan period 1962-66. It amounted to an estimated
Won 86 billion ($3i5 million equivalent) in 1968 showing an increase of 88%
over that in 1966.
3. KDFC's management is competent and has a high reputation in govern-
ment, business and banking circles. Its staff is dedicated and capable. Office
procedures, including appraisal and follow-up, are thorough and meticulous.
4. In its operations KDFC has made a sound start although,
justifiably, a slow one. Its operations are gathering momentum.
Up to Ilarch 31, 1969 KDFC had approved a total of $4.6 million equi-
valent in loans and investments, of which $2.5 million was in foreign exchange
and $2.1 million equivalent in domestic currency. The quality of KDFC's present
small portfolio appears sound.
>). As of December 31, 1968, KDFC's assets consisted predominantly of
bank deposits. Loans and investments were a very small part of the total assets,
and the company had no long term debt except the subordinated Government loan.
rts income for the year, derived almost entirely from interest on deposits,
amounted to 23% of the year-end equity, but this nominally satisfactory return
1xas significantly reduced by continuing inflation at the rate of roughly 10%.
ner annum. As of December 31, 1968, KDFC's shares had a book value equal to
-40% of par.
6. KDFC in not exnected to face the nroblem of lack of business. KDIC's
iomestic currency lending and investments may be limited by the difficulty c,f
replenishing won resohrces. KnFG does not fnresee a similar difficulty in
reolenishing its foreign currency resources.
7. K'FC's commitments of foreign currency loans up to the end of 1970
-r_ estimated at $21.0 mllion, and about 2t9 million Up to Julne 30, 1971. As
of January 1, 1L969, it had uncommitted foreign exchange resources amounting to
$9.5 million. The need for additional foreign exchange resources is therefore
11.5 million to meet estimated commitments up to December 1970, and $19.5
,Jll-or ..2 LI 197 I .
i'L -
8. The Bank appears to be the main potential lender of foreign exchange to
Kl-FC in the next two years. A loan of I90 million would be fully conwi tted bir
about the middle of 1971. The loan should be made on termis and conditions sUnilar
to those of recent Rank loans to developmpnt finanre ronmxminl-is inclulding the
standard conmmitment charge. The "free limit" should be raised to $300,000, with
n limit on the aggregate amollnt to be cr+dited rlnder 010 tree lm.it of' US$5 miIIicn
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BASIC DATA
KOREA DEVELOPMENI' FINANCE CORPORATION
Won in
mnillinn Perocent
Ownership (as of January 31, 1969)
Korean banks (predominantly government owned) 200 15
Korean insurance comnr .......... a.e (private 20 ........ ]5
Korean private investors 420 ,1
Total Korean 820 61
IFC 192.5 14
FuoreiLgn -'.nve-s4tors 337j I
D1.~~l.JLLII.,~ I L)~L L~.LLIi4 /_ 04e rlc L -1 n - r±7r
lBl::i)UU~~~~~~~~.LO UL 1L kJ;7 g JiVSv ; -');IV _ |vU|77
e u1rce los urren'cy on loH in iU- f )
Equi.t,y (December 31, 1968) 1,893
Gove!rnment subordinated loan (ranking pari passu
with share capital) 2,O25
Total domestic currency resources 3,918
Domestic currency loan and equityinvestment commitments 550
Domestic currency resources available for commitment 3,368
Foreign currency US$ in thousando
IBRD loan 5,000
Other (AID loan) 5,000
10,000
Foreign currency loan commitments 1,216
Foreign currency resources available for commitment 8,784
Cperations Approved (up to March 31, 51969)
Domestic currency loans W 440 million
Domestic currency equity investments W 140 million
Foreign currency loans $ 2,539,000
Amounts Disbursed (up to lMarch 31, 1969)
Domestic currency loans W 276 million
Domestic currency equity investment W 140 million
Foreign currency loans $ 257,000
Earnings Record (percentages) 1968
Earnings before provisions and tax to average total assets 17.9
Net profit to average total assets 17.9
Net profit to average equity 30.9
Net profit to share capital 32.3
Dividend paid nil
Financial Position (as of December 31, 1968)
Current ratio 32.1
Total debt/eauitv ratio 1 l
Conventional LT debt to equity plus subordinated
dieht (limitled to 3:1 nnder lpr istnna Bnnk ln
agreement)
Subordinated debt to equity l.l:1
Subordinated debt to share capital 1.5:1
Interest Rates and Charges
Interest rate on domestic currency loans 20%
Interest ral.e orn ± ore i.L exchl.angII-e; 'L Lo1aCL1. L/OA
Commitment charge (on foreign cwurency loans) 3/4 of 1% p.a.
AnflDATCAT (Vt;
I. DlRODuCTION
1. This report examines the suitability of KDFC as a borrower for a second
Bank loan. The first loan of US$5 million was approved by the Executive Directors
oII January 30, 1968. The report concludes that IDFC is justified in seeking a
second Bank loan towards meeting its estimated requirements of foreign exchange
'Auring the next- two years and that it is a suitable institution for the Bank to
lend to. This conclusion, and the report, is based on the experience of a close
relationship between the Bank Group and KDFC, its sponsors and management since
inception of the company; and on the findings of a mission that visited Korea in
January-February 1969 to reappraise KDFC.
25. Although KDFC was established as a legal entity in April 1967, its
financing was completed in February 1968, by prior agreement between the Bank
Group and KDFC, when the subscriptions of the foreign investors and IFC were
Raid in. The Eank and AID loans also became effective at that time. KDFC
approved its first loans and investment in July 1968.
II. ENVIR0MENT
General Economic Setting
3. A recent review of the economv of Korea is found in the renort dated
March 10, 1969 "Current Economic Position and Prospects of the Republic of
Korea." EAP-La.
Li. The current Second Five-Year Plan was launched in 1967 and covers a
reriod up to and including 1971. The plan envisaged a growth rate of 7% per
atrrnum. Mining and manufantniring was exr^eeted t.o 'h theh mro.t dvnv-nimrit
growing at an average rate of about 13% per annum. In 1961 manufacturing
Promintnni. for' ahrtm+ 1 ol f thie Gros National Product. The contributiono
this sector to GNP increased to about :22% in 1965; the Second Five-Year Plan
envisages that by 1971 it will increase to 27%. One of th.e basic elements
of the strategy of development adopted at the beginning of the Second Plan was
t.r increaseQo a-vnrnw+c +o prmvide a ng propo+ion of +he foreign exhnge
needed to finance industrial imports.
5. The performance of the Korean econonm during the first two years of the
I 1-n 1 en L. V.LCI U_ 1_ UC ";U.A ntC. li -QU Uy7 1 U A_ii u1 h- "as h_ bEt 4e thn th^ 4r __-4 __1 natT :_ - I- ne7 __ 1 Lr~ 11__ -JTh h b en e t han h tar;XW&C1XWgetCL-. RealGNP rorse b;2GIy 79% in97O andll by an
e-timated 13% during 1968, in spite of droughts which adversely affected agri-
ct-Ue duri-g the per-od. Tihe increase was mrainly due to the very high grc-wth
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pa .e of the industrial sector. Plining and manufacturing grew at the rate of
22.5% in 1967 and at an estirated 26.2% in 1968, accounting in that year for
aimost 25% of the GirP. 11(nufacturing also accounted for an increasing share in
Korea's exports which rose from an annual average of US$ 87 million in 1962-64
to US$ 320 million in 1967 and to about US$ 500 million in 1968. Yianufactured
goods accountecl for $ 215 million or 67% of Korea's total exports in 1967, and
according to provisional estimates represented an even higher proportion in 1968.
6. As part of its development strategy, the Government has placed great
reliance on the private sector to increase its investments in the mining and
manufacturing sector, and has provided various encouragements and incentives.
Investment in the private industrial sector during the First Plan period (1962-6')
increased by about 107% (compared with an increase of about 65% in the public-
sector investment), and amounted to about W 48 billion in 1966. During 1967
investment in the private sector increased further to about W 79 billion and,
according to provisional figures, amounted to W 86 billion (US$ 315 million equi-
valent) in 1968. This trend is expected to continue during the remaining period
of the Second fPlan and beyond.
7. The private sector is nredominant in the manufacturing field though the
Government has some industrial investments in such heavy industries as petro-
chemicals. fert-iltzer and engineering, Thring t.he last. few vyars; producer-gaoods
industries have expanded more rapidly than consumer-goods. industries, although
the latter are still dominant. The textile industry 1 (cotton, Synt+het-c rawy
silk, clothing, footwear) contributed about 30% of the manufacturing sector's
gross value added inv 1097 and cont,-r.ue to be the largrest+ i,,dustc.-r. A featunre
of the manufacturing sector is the increasing average size of industrial en1;er-
risesQoc*. The sShare of larg=-scale 1 t -.s (those fa. t total ab.or force
of 200 or more) increased from one-third of gross value added in 1960 to more
than one=half in 1966. The share of small-scale enterprises (less than 50
employees), on the other hand, decreased from 47% of gross value added to 271
during the same period; though the number of such enterprises was still ri.sng.
The share of medium-scale enterprises has remained more or less unchanged.
O . The extraordinary growth in the manufacturing sector has been rade
iossibLe by the qualities of Korean entrepreneursh`n and labor, as we"l as hieavy
capital investment. Industries such as electronics and textiles, which are
labor J ienslve, have deruonsrated a nigh degree of international compeiU'l±verneu..
i'roduction costs are relatively high in the case of those capital-intensive
irdustries where the size of individual units is limited by the relative small-
ness of the market. (.Machinery and petrochemical industries are examples.)
Tariff protection to industries has been accorded on a selective and rational
basis: the higher the real value-added of the industry concerned, the higher ir
,e tariff set because such industry contributes more to the domestic economy
,;han an industry with a low real value-added.
Effective October 1, 1968, the negative interest rate structure, undej
:;,iich banks had been paying higher rates on deposits than they received on loar2.
as modified by the Government. The maximum deposit rate, now 25.2%,matches the
,,te for commercial bank lending. The Government-owned long-term lending
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institution, the Korean Reconstruction 3ank (paragraph 11), also revised its
lending rates at the same time. It now charges 20% and 23X for capital equip-
ment loans and working capital loans respectively. It continues to charge
concessional rates, however, for industries such as utilities, coal mining,
iron and steel and shipbuilding.
10. The rise in the level of prices slowed somewhat in 1967 and 1968.
The wholesale price index and the Seoul consumer price index increased by
6% and 10% respectively in each of the years 1967 and 1968, as compared with
9% and 12% respectively in 1966.
Industrial Financing Institutions in Korea
11. The financial institutions providing medium- and long-term industrial
fiin2nning in Korea, other tharn KnFG, are the K'oren PRecontiCti n RTnk (KXR)
and the Medium Industry Bank (MIB), bothl Government-owned and managed. KRB is
by far the biggest institution, both in ter. of siz of resources and vo_l-me
of operations. It was established in 1954 and initially concentrated its
operatior.s 0or. reha1b4ilitat-ion ofP- aCili-1 -eS dam.aged du-rng tShe lor-ar war. Since
its inception KRB has followed a policy of supplying only such funds as other
banking institutions find difficult or impossible to extend. The Government has
used KRB for implementing a variety of programs. For instance, KRB has served
as a veicle for ,makir,g loarns for Goverunment -iLi ,aJe. inu Iutuurial pjec-L -L
has also been a principal source of housing construction loans. During 1967,
KRn[s total investrents amounted to iT 13.6 obiiion (about $66 million) in respect
of 234 projects. Fresh resources made available to KRB during that year amounted
to W 20.7 billion (about $74 miilion). According to KRB:s operational progrEaII
for 1969, yet to be approved by the Government, total investments in 1969 are
expected to be W 35.3 billion ($ 126 mi:Llion). Mining and manufacturing sector
i- estimated to account for about 34% of the total. In the manufacturing field,
a.R3, under Government directives, will give priority to steel, heavy machinery,
f'eel and petro-chemical industries.
1?. MIB was established in 1961 to provide finance to smaller scale
industries. As of June 30, 1968, it hadl total loans outstanding amounting to
W 22.3 billion of which about 95% was in the manufacturing field. Of the total
amount outstanding as of June 30, 1968, about 70%o was in respect of working
canital loans; only about 30% was in respect of plant and 'equipment loans.
Ac-ording to MIB's operational program for 1969, now approved by the Government,
Prijl's total investment during the year wgill amount to W 12.5 billion (US$ 44.5
million) provided its resources are substantially increased.
13. A new institution, Korea Investment Development Corporation (KIDC),
was established in December 1968. Its authorized capital, US$ 5 million equivalent,
has been subscribed by the Government; one-third directly; one-third through KRB;
and one-third by the commercial banks, which are predominantly Government-owned.
KT!C's main objective is to develop a capital market in the country.
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and to encourage a healthy growth of the stock exchange. KIDC will underwrite
share and bond issues, and assist and encourage the publi.c marketing of shares in
established companies which are presently closely held. The Governor of KIDC
is also a director of ITFC, and the two institutions expect opportunities of
close collaboration.
14. At the time KDFC was set up, the Government stated that it expected
KDFC to become the principal source of medium and long term financing for the
private sector. While KRB and IQB are active in their respective fields, and
have relatively large resources, KDFC's operations have not suffered from
competition.
KDFC's Relations with Government, the Business Community and Other Financia:L
Institutions
'5. KDFC, sponsored by a group of leading Korean businessmen, was establi-
shed with the active cooperation and support of the Goveinment. The Government
provided KDFC with a subordinated loan amounting to 1.5 times its naid-in canita-
(paragraph 22) and exempted IFC and thie foreign shareholciers from the application
of certain restrictive provisions of the Foreign Capital Inducement Law. Thle
Government believes that it is in the best interests of K.orea that KDFC should
remain independent in its policins and onerations. Tnevitablyr. KDFG's
management has from time-to-time encoumtered pressures from both public and
orivate sources. A notable examlpj wES the effnrt to prsuade it to lower its
lending rate on Won loans. The Board initiated a series of studies and dis-
cussiones as a resumlt of which it rldneditri nnt tn change KnFC's rates at the
present time;(see paragraph 43).
16. Among the business community, KDFC has the reputation of being a sound
ntu +11t.; nn Tnrc ; cnc +4nrnn o-+icr +In4+ tnPro ; -1-r I ;, nrT 4-4lrA-c nr ;ncmt,A-m+
- 1he is *o ^ J\ 4L-- V L-V 1VVJ_VI}' V f Et ic  s..v. U . n ak n,
diecisions, asks too many questions, and sets its project standards too high. KDFuC
-cSnat,-,-al, y auiusi tal-lng Jts "irst rirvestment decisionsv and -4-eAtY CtU4JLAJ Jt4.UQ ~.4.. LI Ly 00LJJL U .400 AI- LO.L 11 . C.lL4 0LJ~ 0
the inevitable accusation of slowness,, which a new development finance company
0 i'±~ 'JO.:JU±L 0 0JLPU±.L0ILO; d4lU CZ4. UJ_i%ZUdXeL u. Ujt,± `±I3 LUtL UWea Val.ways r.ets. DIor experlene and a jrovJing saleIof-umrations s.hotiL A. de l v,th
such criticism..
..7. KDFC's relations with the Bank Group are close and cordial. The
I1± . QU. El. f±ii 1U± Li1J2S±LCIUJ (llijiUF LdorLan madLtter5..-resident-, to . n l,consu'lts tF,e: DaLLr. and LC k on ii ,po-al Iatters.
hr. Y. L. Chang, who represents IFC on KDFC's Board, has attended four out of
6even m1eetings of UIth ooarU helU &j.nce ha e uEClWr a U-ecbor n1. reuruar-y ±yIuu. .DUU,E.L
K:DFC and IFC are seeking opportunities of joint financing in Korea. KDFC's
-elations with foreign financial institutions are also good, particularly with
its shareholder banks.
III. DESCRIPTION OF KDFC
Objectives
18. The objectives of KDFC, a private development finance company, are to
assist in the creation, expansion and modernization of private industrial enter-
prises; to encourage, sponsor and secure participation of private capital, domestic
as well as foreign, in such enterprises; to assist in the expansion and stimulation
of the capital market; and to improve technical, financial, managerial and adminis-
trative practices of private enterprises in Korea. It mav extend long and medium
term loans, male equity investments, underwrite and sponsor equity and debt
securitv issues;. and guarantee, couanter-guarantee or otherwise secure the payment
of loans and other debt obligations.
Share Capital and Ownership
19. When KDFC was established in April 1967, its share capital was W820
million, all subscribed by Korean nvestors U.en inFC'S financing was cmr!l e
in February 1968, the paid-in capital was raised to VJL,350 million, with a group
of. foreig priVLat- c investors subscribin.LLg WV) I) I. Jlon an L T'C VV2.5 - lJ-ion..
Of the total paid-in capital, 15% is held by Korean commercial banks (predomi-
na4ntly GovernmInt -owvned), 5l% by insrarnce companies, and 31% by Korean private
investors, most of whom are members of the Federation of Korean Industries.
Foreign investors hold 25% of the tJotial paid-in capital. ACXS holding ($0.71
rillion equiva:Lent) is about 14% of the total capital. A list of major share-
holders is given in Annex I.
resources
2u. KDFC7s long term resources consist of its paid-in share capital, reserve5
.?nd retained earnings, a subordinated government loan, a loan from US AID, and
a loan from the Bank.
21. Share capital and reserves. As of December 31, 1968, KDFC1s equity
amounted to W1,693 million (US$6.76 million equivalent). No dividend was paid
for the year 1'968 and all the earnings were retained to strengthen the equii;y
base.
22. Subordinated Government loan. As part of IDFC's initial capitali:sa-
t,on, the Government granted KDFC a loan amounting to W2,025 million (equivalent
of US$7.5 million at the exchange rate obtaining at that time.) The loan is
for a period of 40 years including 10 years' grace. It will rank subordina-te
to all other debt and panr passu with the share capital in the event of
liquidation of the company. KDFC pays interest on the loan at the rate of h1% per
annum. By agrtsement with the Government at the time the loan was made, IKFC
has deposited the proceeds of the loan with KRB and receives interest on the out-
s-tanding balance at the rate of 10% per annum. The net income to KDFC on this
loan is therefore 6% per annum until funds are withdrawn by KDFC for long term
investments. A simple procedure has been devised for the withdrawal of funds
by KDFC.
23. Foreign exchange loans. Two foreign exchange loans were part of PDFC's
initial capitalization:
i) $5 million loan from AID. This is a two-step loan with AID
lending to the Government for 40 years and the Government re-lending to KDFC
for 15 years with a grace period of 3 years from the date of first disbursement
under the loan,, KDFC pays interest at the rate of 6% per annum. Disbursements
under the loan are tied to procurement in the U.S.A. As of May 31. 1969, art
amount of $495,ooo had been committed. KDFC expects that the full amount of' the
loan will be oommitted in early 1970..
(ii) ,35 million loan frnm the Banke The loan was made on terms usual
for such loans to development finance companies, except that, since KDFC was a new
institution at the tim the loan was made- ths Loan. Agreement provides for the
commitment charge to be levied only on amounts actually credited to the loan
account. ,As of May 31, 1969, the Bank had credited $2.714 million to iDFG's Loan
Account. KDIt expects that the full amount will be committed by July/August. 1969.
Organization, bnagement and Staff
24. Board of Directors. The initial Board elected in April 1967 corsisted of
9 orean d-rect;ors. At the timle ofP coii,iletion of Ihe f".nanc--g .Fburl687 fU.t~dI 1.LU U u-l WJite LaiI V.A UU.lLjJ IJ.LU V. Ui I 4 A .41 LSLL 7~4 ~~ 4~.
three new directors representing the foreign investors and one representing IFC
were elected. The present Board Puinex II) consists of 13 directors with the
following composition:
President 1
Korean private shareholders >
Korean banks and insurance
companies 3 9
IFC 1
Foreign shareholders 3
13
By a voting agreement, the shareholders have agreed to maintain the above compo-
sition of the Board. The Chairman of the Board is Mr. C. S. Hong, one of the
leading industrialists of Korea, who was until recently also the Chairman oi' the
Federation of Korean Industries.
25. Executive Committee. An Executive Committee consisting of 4 directors
has been authorlzed by the Board to approve individual investments up to $5C0O,OOO
equivalent. The decisions of the Committee are taken by majority vote but any
nemnber of the Committee may request that a matter be referred to the full Board
f'or decision. Investments of more than US$500,000 equivalent require the affirma-
tive recommendation of the Executive Committee before being submitted to the Board.
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26. Management. KDFC's managemernt presently consists of the Chairman,
the President and tlJo Vice Presidents, assisted by an AdvJisor. It is a strong
management.
27. The President of KDFC, MIr. C., H. Kim, was formerly Governor of the
Rank of Korea. 11lr. Kim has already proved himself an able chief executive of
KDFC. KDFC's Dractices and procedures are so arranged that the company does noth-
ing significant without U1r. Kim's prior knowledge and consent.
283. Consultation between the President and the Chairman is frequent and
close. The Chairman's continuing support of the President on large and contro-
versial issues is vital.
29. KDFC's Vice Presidents are HJr. M. J. Choi and 1r. C. K. Lee. Mr. Choi
was formerly a director of IMB where he acquired considerable knowledge and
ex-nerience of long term lending. r. lJee, who Joined KDFC in March 1969, is a
banker by profession. Immediately before he joined KDFC, he was Executive Vice-
President of Bank of Seoul. a leading commercial bank in Korea.
30. Tn romnliance with a condition of the Bank Loan Agreement, KDFC en;aged,
in harch 1968, an Advisor. He is Ir. C,. L. Terrel, who has had long experience in
industrial financing and related fields in a nmber of develoning countries,
including Ghana, Migeria and Taiwan. Mr. Terrel is making a valuable contri.-
bution to management decisions, projec1; appraisal and staff training. His
initial contract was for two years, but it is being renewed. This is in KDFC's
interests.
31. Organization and Staff. The staff is grouped in 4 departments, each
headed by a department manager respons:Lble directly to a 'Vice President. The
LApartunenLts are: (i) InvestmenLt Appraisal; (LLJ) OperatJions (end=use Supervision)
(iii) Planning and Control; and (iv) Administration. The organization chart
is sho-w in Annex iII. Apart from the managerment, the professional staff numbers
19. There are also 5 professional trainees who recently graduated from college.
i-`. Kim has chcsen the staff carefully, and its rme.,.bers a7ppear to be competent
and dedicated. Given the volume of business available, three or four more
professionals writh between five and ten yers of relevant experience are needed.
-FC's management is seeking to recruit them.
Procedures
3,2. Appraical of Investment Proposals. An applicant files a preliminary
olutline of proposal together with the latest available financial statements,
where appropriate. The staff review of the proposal is recorded and considered
by the Vice Presldents and President. It is they who decide whether or not KDFC
w4.11 proceed further. If the decision is to proceed, an interview is arranged
w-Lth the applicant. He is given a formal application form together witn a copy
of KDFC's "Guide for Applicants." The interview is conducted by the M5anager of
t.he Investment Appraisal Department and KDFC's Consultant Engineer, who works
part-time for KDFC. The formal proposal (in the preparation of which KDFC
frequently helps its clients) is processed simultaneously by three professionals;
ar engineer, a financial analyst and a marketing man. They aim to draw up Et
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preliminary feasibility report within a period of 1-2 weeks on the basis of
which the President decides whether or not a full appraisal will be made. If
the decision is to go ahead, the applicant is asked to submit recent financial
accounts audited by a CPA. The engineer makes one or more site inspections.
The marketing man subsequently writes the overall report. The departmental
N.anager, or the individual officers working on the proposal, consult the Advisor
as need arises. The management is also kept concurrently informed. The coRpleted
report is reviewed by the Advisor, after which it goes to the President for hi.s
final approval before being presented to the Executive Committee.
33. The quality of KDFC's appraisal work is good in most respects. The
coverage of the! engineering, financial, marketing and management aspects of a
project is usually comprehensive and analytical. The appraisal reports indicate
that KDFC also gives some thoug:ht, but not alwavs sufficient thou7ht, to the
economic aspects of the projects iv finances. The calculation of tUe effects of
exnut!^n of each pro ject on TYr.onrIo ba1lan of p2de'nt and on employment :s a
standard pract:ice. An attempt is alsco made, when approprLiate, to assess the
Ad - - 4-d ind:rect bene-lts accruing, f,rom tre nt-roduction of mo -odei- technolo Y-'>
KDFC's appraisals do not, however, always consider the international compet:L-
4ti4veness of" produc4-ion cost-s. Thi4s is b-ein, discussed w..th- ImFC.r
34. Follcw-up. Ih some respects, the work of the Operations Department
starts eren bef'nre a loan nrnopoa1 is pnut to thet Fxcrutive Committee or Board. As
soon as the management has decided to undertake a full appraisal, the Operations
Department starts its evaluation of the security for the proposed 12njn which
.is usually a se!nior mortgage. By the time the proposal goes to the Executive
Ccrmgm.ttee, the evaluation of +the tr^ is- rrm- c0 plete, and, -the draftl+ of loan
papers is in hand. The Department helps the borrower to draw up procurement
crntracts, to a.rrange in ance,and to- obtain +henecea y mrt pemits.
The borrower is required to submit quarterly reports to KDFC. Those reports
are prom-aptly analyzed by YnFC's staf4, and submitted to the management with a
recommendation for action when appropriate.
3.5. As in. other aspects of its work, KDFC has made -a good start on end-
.se supervtision. The adequacy of its procedures wlll have to be reassessed .when
they apply to a. portfolio larger than 'KDFC's present very small one.
IV. POLICIES, OPERATrIONiS AND FINANCIAL RESULTS
Policies
36. As a guideline to KDFC's operations, the Board has adepted a Statement
ol Investment and Operational Policies (Annex Dv). It provides that KDFC will
make its investment decisions on the basis of sound investment criteria; will
diversify its loans and investments; will turn over its portfolio as it can;
wi.ll not take a controlling interest i-n any enterprise it finances; will limit
its debt to prudent amounts; will lend and invest in a manner best calculated to
maintain the value of its capital; will protect itself against foreign exchange
risk; will build up a staff suitable to its objectives; will follow a sound
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reserves policv; will have an annual independent audit, etc. The Policy State-
ment also provides that while KDFC's primary field of activity is in the manu-
*a n ~ nnA -the n-ocessLrngi ndustrie, -i lt may invest. also in other tvnes nf
enterprises, including transport, tourism and large-scale commercially oriented
37 TIn term. of the existing Bank LaTn Age+r.t with TMr., nn,y _vvadnrnP.e+.
of the Statement requires prior approval of the Bank. Th-,e 3tatement of
Investment and Operational Policies is both- appropria`e anu adequ --te.
Cperations
38. Lending activity. KDFC made its first investment decisions in July
1968. Up to 1earch31, 1969 h'C had approved ll loa's ar.d one equity invest-
ment for a total amount of US$ 4.6 million equivalent (1580 million and $2.5
million). As of =the same date, the amount com-itted was z550 million in
domestic currertcy and $1,216,000 in foreign exchange. Disbursements against
foreign exchange loans amounted to $257,000 as oI March 3i, 1969; tose ag-ainsL
domestic currency loans and equity investment amounted to W4l16 million. As of the
the same date, KuFC had under active consideration loan applications amounting
to WI746 milliorn in domestic currency and $6.3 million in foreign exchange. A
summary of KDFC s operations up to March 31, 1969 is as follows:
Cumulative Total
Stage No. Won Foreign Exchange
In million In thousand $
Proposals received 69 4g253 21,857
Rejects±/ and/or withdrawals 43 2,707 12,436
Approved by KDF2p/ 12 5803/ 2,5393/
rA'greements executedL/ 8 550 1,216
l'sbursements_J 7 416 257
Repayments _ _ _
1/ Rejections usually take place at the preliminary screening stage. Exam)les
of the reasons for wihich KDFC has rejected proposals are unsatisfactory
management, weak financial position and doubtful market prospects.
2/ Includes investments in the form of equity and debenture.
N Wet of cancellations.
39. Size of Loans. IDFC's smallest and biggest loans so far have been in
domestic currency, the s7allest being ,440 million ($1h3,000 equivalent) and the
biggest W200 million ($714,000 equivalent). The average size of all the loans
made by KDFC up to aiarch 31, 1969 is W107 million ($384,000 equivalent). The
amounts of the smallest and biggest foreign exchange loan,s made up to the same
date are $155,0CO and $495,000 respectively.
40. Period of Loans. The Deriod of the foreign exchange loans made by
KDFC so far is usially d years; that for the dornestic currency loans is usually
5 years. The most common grace period is 2 vears.
4ll. Security for the Loans. A se=nior mortgage on the nnnlicant's factory
is the usual sEcCurity obtained by KDFC. This is often supplemented by personai
guarantees by the snonsors of the projects. Tn a few cases, 1nFC obtained a
commercial bank's guarantee as the principal security for its loans.
1h2. Rate of Interest and Other Charges. KDFC charges 10% on foreign
currency lonns and20onwon loans. :rt a"-- charges a co-tmen+ ree of 3/l of-P '
on foreign currency loans. There are no other charges or fees.
L3. KDFC's Board frequently reviews its interest rates. The rates of 10%
and 20% for foreign exchange and won loans respectivelywere adopted wh.en KDFC
made its first investment decisions, in July 1968, and have not since been changed.
F0ownl g its rmostt recetu re-view, in Deuernber I9Yo, thle Board decided that the rate
of 20% on domestic currency loans was the lowest that couLd be justified in view
of (a) the structure of prevailing interest rates in Korea, (b) the danger that
K;FC funds would be diverted to low priority uses if too low a rate were charged,
a-id (c) thle li.kely level of inflation and consequent thieat of iimpci.slent of'
MYDFC's capital. L.s stated in parPq-|aph 10, the rate of inte;-est curiently paid
by Korean corLnr'3rcial banks on deposits is 25.2%.
44. Equity Investrmients. As of Mlarch 31, 1969, KDFC had made one equity
Lnvestment of hiJl07 million in a synthetic textile company, and was considering
another of W200 million, in a glass manufacturing company. KDFC is actively
seelcing opportunities for additional investments. It wilL meet the usual
uifficulty that arises when most of the leading entrepreneurs prefer the shares
of the companies to be family-held or controlled by a suall group. On the other
hand, efforts are presently being made in Korea to induce a wider dispersal of
shareholdings. KiFC should be able to increase its equity investments through
the opportunities so created.
45. Industrial Diversification. Of the 12 loans and equity investment
approved by KDFC up to iarch 31, 1969, seven went to textile enterprises, in a
total amount of about $2.5 million equivalent. The projects financed were in
various branches of the textiles industry: cotton, synthetic fibers and raw
silk. Other loans have been made to the glass, food processing, electrical
equipment and metal industries. The present emphasis on the textiles industry
in part reflects the fact that textiles is the biggest industry in Korea. It
is also highly competitive in international markets. The approval of projects
presently being considered by KDFC is :Likely soon to make its portfolio more
diversified.
46. FC's portfolo4 is at present+ smal' an new. T(n'f is r anPrting in a
seller's market, however, and has appraised and selected all its investmentEs with
particular care. Given the care in appraisal and in *rew of the 2nd
profitability records of the client companies, KDFC's portfolio appears to be good.
Financial Resu:Lts and Position
47. Although KDFC was formally established in April 1967 and its financing
w'as completed :Ln February 1968, it did not make its fit-st ivestment tecisions
until July 1968. Its assets therefore consist predominantly of current and tinie
deposits, and its income so far has been derived almost exclusively fiur,m int;erest
on such deposi-ts. Balance sheets as of December 31, 1967 and 1968 are given in
Ai2nex V and are summarized here:
Won in thousands
1968 1967
ASSETS
Current assets 3,560,134 521,29-3
Time deTposits due after
one year 7,000 382,000
Loans and Investments 300,000 -
Others 57,105 25,218
3,924,239 928,51:L
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current liabilities 1,112 1,273
Subordinated Government; loan 2,025,000 -
Others 5,000
Equity 1.,893,127 927,233
3,924,239 928,511
As is apparent from the above summary, KDFC's liquidity position as of December 31,
-968 was vnnr cmfort2blej and it had no long term debt except the Government
loan. Loans and investments were still a very small. nart of the total assets.
.hese features are as exrected for aa ievelopnment finance company which has not
yrŽt completed its first full operating year.
)U8. KDFC's net income in 1967 and 1968 amounted to W107 million and
, 4U 4llio rsetvl rr-enting a return on share c2pit21 and endltx
o.f 20.5% and 1.7.4% respectively in 1967 and 32.3% and 23.0% respectively in 1968.
A-udite=d Inc:ome Statem,Pents for the two years are glven in Ann.ex VIT
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49. Cost of resources and spread. The average cost to IKFC of its foreign
exehange resouXces i.s eurrently .25%. Wi+.h the lending rate set at 10%, K1DFC
gets an average spread of 3.75% on foreign exchange loans. On domestic currency
loans, the spread appears large because of the relatively low cost Governmenlt
loan to KDFC an.d the generally high structure of interest rates in Korea. S'o
lon.g as +'the proc,'teeds of the (rover + 1 loan <e k Ft on clpst~ with WRPR,
gets 6% net; wihen the funds are withdrawn from KRB and lent to KDFC's clients,
the spread is .ncrease to 160. 4owever ---. -ea -i9 -;r-'1- nonlly 1, -Por4.S'. JjJJ '.O .LC .fl.~ O.~L UJ .LJJ* 1VWJ4 VWp.. U±±_ QFJ± VOA4 .L.0 f4L *u.nLwua.&..LJ * .4-.± ~- ''
it is vitiated by inflation, still proceeding at the rate of roughly 10% per
4A-AA4 (see para. 10).
r' n_._- - .n_' O-10 T r*- AN.-Lto _U__ n ct_:  :*pw\J. v | V U>:Lur±iU; _ ±-z vdl urz. R.LILUULgi A.ULr" t:cU1 )1 ._)/O.. 0on £U 0AId4- L L1}JXUd L
in 1968, it did not pay a dividend, because its income WEas derived almost totally
fr-om iterest on deposit of funds. As of December 31, 1968, huFC's share had
a book value equal to 14.0% of par.
V. PROSPEuTS
51. As noted in paragraphs 4-8, the Korean econoriy is moving ahead strongly
with enphasis on the manufacturing sector, where private enterprise is dominant.
Investment in the private sector has increased rapidly in recent years and is
expected to grow further. Compared with the provisional figure of investment in
the private sector in 1968, WB6 billion ($315 million equivalent), the Government
estimate for 19691/ is W95.8 billion ($351 million equivalent). KDFC is not
expected to face the problem of lack of business. Its operations so far have
been limited, and are expected to continue to be limited in the near future,
more by its staff resources than by demand for financing.,
52. The demand for foreign exchzmge appears to excesed that for Won loans.
1DFC foresees considerable difficulty, however, in replenishing its won resources
during the next three or four years. IDFC does not consider it feasible in the
near future to augment its won resources except by increases in its equity. It
proposes to increase its paid-in capi-tal in 1971 and 1973. KDFC is therefore
following a policy of rationing the use of its domestic currency resources at a
rate of commitment which will make them last until new resources can be raised.
It does not foresee a similar difficulty in raising new foreign currency resources.
As a result KIFC's projection of the volume of business for the years 1969-1973
shows a ratio of 3.7:1 for foreign currency commitments to won commitments.
CR. A statement showing the forecast of KDFC's loan and equity approvals,
commitments arnd disbursements is given in Annex VII. The estimates of approvals
aid commitments for the year 1969 are made on the basis of pronosals alread.y
1 As reported by KDFC.
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before KDFC and in various stages of investigation. Estimates for the years
1970 through 1973 thake into accornt the total estim2ted d-innri of the private
industrial sector for loans and equity investments, the estimated share of other
Pfn1intnfJiq1 Jnq+titutiJnns andr thez initiaLly fosran ngf,tonr of' VnW.1c' snf'f
resources. The estimates are reasonable and,barring unforeseen developments,
rlFC should be able to achieve them. A sunoary of past and projected fw_ign
exchange loan approvals and commitments is given below:
($ 000)
Approval Commitment
1968 (actual) 2,128 461
.L7L)7 \d.uuud-L Up O)/±
1969 (full year estimate) 10,000 8,150
±, ~~~~~~~~~~~~13,ouu0 1 35
1971 16,600 15,900
1972 19,100 18,475
1973 21,500 20,275
5h. As of January 1, 1969, KEFC had uncommitted foreign exchange resources
amounting to $9.5 million. Foreign exchange conmitments from January 1, 1b99,
uo to end 1970 are estimated to aimunt to $21.0 million. Commitments up to
Jume 30, 1971 are estimated to amount to about $29 million. KDFC will therefore
need additional foreign exchange resources of the order of $11.5 million to meet
estimated commitments to the end of 1970 and of $19.5 mil-Lion through June 30D,
l1'71.
55. .non-; potent-i2l lendei's of forei-n exch&n7e other than IBRD, only
the Asian Development Bank (ADB) appears at present to be a possible source.
KDFC hoped for a small loan from ADB in 1969, but the Jovernment apparently
decided that other projects in Korea had a prior claim on any funds that migh,t
be forthcoming from ADB for the present. ADB has concu•-fed in this view.
56. Other potential lenders to IDFC are Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau
(KfW) and AID. KDFC intends to approach XfW at an oppurttme mement
after enlistin,g the support of its German shareholder, Deutsche Bank. However,
K1MFC is unlikel;y to obtain a loan before the second half of 1971. AID too does
not expect to make a second loan to KDFC in the next two vears.
57. KDFC recently entered into an arrangement with Caterpillar Far East
Ltd., under wjhich the latter has agreed to provide a line of credit amountinp
to $5 million to KDFC to finance purchases of Caterpillar equipment from the
United States. The arrangement renresents an exneriment on the nart of X.PFr
to diversify its sources of foreign exchange funds. There is no basis for KDFC,
yet, to estimate the neriod over which it coumld reasonably eh epected- to utiIi2e
the Caterpillar loan. As the loan will be tied both as to country of procure-
ment (the U llanrn an to supplier (Caterpillar), for the purchase ofalirited
range of equipment, it is unlikely materially to affect KDFC's requirements of
freefreg ecane
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58. In vne ±ignt. O tne LoregOerLg- thle Bank HjJja--- 1-0iey -_ 4 e - the li:L
potential lender of foreign exchange to KDFC in the next two years. KDFC would
need about 20 million to cover its foreign excnange requirementzs until laid 1971,
on a comnmitment basis.
59. Projected Income and Profitability. Projected income statements for
the years 1969-1973 are given in Annex VIII. KDFC!s net profit (after tax) is
expected to increase from $1.4 million in 1969 to $2.9 million in 1973. As a
percentage of share capital it would amount to approximately 29% in 1969 and
approximately 20% in 1973. As a return on total equity (end of the period)
the net profit would amount to 18.4% in 1969 and 16.7% in 1973. The decrease in
profitability in relation to both share capital and equity is due partly to the
planned increases in KDFC's share capital in 1971 and 1973, and partly to the
higher incidence of taxation in 1973. The real return orL the shareholders'
equity will be considerably less, however, when inflatiorn is taken into account.
KDFC presently proposes to start paying a dividend in 1970, in respect of the
results of 196'3.
60. Debt/Service Coverage. Projected cash flow statements for the years
1969 through 1973 are g4ven in Amnex IX. These and the projected income state-
ments show thatl the debt service cover would be adequate. Annual interest payments
throughout the period of the forecast will not be more t1on half the amount of
EDF`'s annual profit before financial expenses. Repayments by KDFC in any one
vear will at the most amomnt to 0.7 times thp collections received bv it during
the same year.
61. Debt service cover beyond the period covered by the projections would
also remm-in sa tiisftrnr_ R..rePntnnvbony+ hrr VnTW' in. -repct. rof tbhp Tnver-mnent ]oan
will start from December 31, 1977. Up to that time therefore the total collect-
ions by KDnFC will always be more thanr its repayments to its creditors by a comfor-
table margin. Cover is estimated at about 1.5 times. This will decline to about
I .nn .'A,; - -P+pr, - --mn*¶n 4 -S. S+-.~4- - -nr n-+ -n +li l,rr-nr, Asq f-1..3 U..LIS'.J t; .s after t.LL CJ.A s start Uin. eU Lof C-.cve.V nUt. -loan. A for
the interest payments, KDFC's current income would be adequate to cover therm.
62. Projected Balance Sheets. Total assets are exp)ected to grow at an
average annuraal rate -oP about-4.w 1.)X r:3-4 4the five-ya peio, 99 hr 1973C V ~i I~1U.C.L .L ofU U.L C u L uL L4Lwou, 3 UU. jg.L UIJ= .5 LV U-JYtC 4. ~J~JV A.U)l ~/~ '.- - ~- -,
(from $18.8 mi:Llion at end-1969 to $79.5 million at end-1973). The liquidity
position i est>,|ate to rerginsatistacto-4- 4ho-hu -s period of h fore-p 5. s L Ull- o .Ls e0 s t..im I-ed t~ -u relmia in aC JuLCJ OI C Ju ULJ uIli VU5IIIJ U UIII j.SCJpu. J..JL % /.~ " 
cast. Total loan and investment portfolio is estimated to grow from $6.0 millior,
'In 19n to $. mn i n 1n a -Ind $ _ -. / n i n 1973 M T_o1 t. outtandinLll -L7f) vU 4p)_ * L 1[s11" LU)1 III l7 { L allU -4XU. * y I .lL.L 11I Li1ly rv,. IV U dd u v 9 9j;^- ;XF
long term borrowings are expected to increase from $10.5 million in 1969 to
$28.3 mllio in 971andto million in 1973. Tne r.atio of total long-term-
debt (including the subordinated Government loan) to equity is estimated to
increase from i.3:i in i969 to 3.7 : in 1972 and tnen deciine slightly in 1973 to
3h4:1 as a result of an increase in the paid-in capital in that year. Debt/equity
ratio as defined in the Bank Loan Agreement is estimated to remain well below the
ceiling allowed, 3:1, throughout the period of the estimates. It is estimated to
reach its highest point in 1973 when it will be 2.1:1. A summary Of forecast
capital structure of KDFC is given in the following:
(000 US$ equivalent)
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
Current liabilities 589 589 1,109 1,699 2,768
Conventional long-term debt 3,113 8I 4 6 20,89o 3,s o0 52,l09
Subordinated long-term debt 7,364 7,364 7,364 7,364 7,364
Share capital 4,909 4,90y 9,y99 9,y90 14,9u9
Reserve and surplus 2,831 3,741 1,448 1,738 2,396
Projected balance sheets as at December 31, 1969 through 1973 are given in Annex X.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
63. KDFC has made a sound start. The management is competent and has ably
handled the aff'airs of the company in its initial period. It has succeeded in
assembling a capable staff whose potential is high. Appraisal standards are good
and end-use and other procedures are thorough and meticulous. The quality of
the present smrll portfolio is sound, and KDE'C's operations have been profitable.
64. With the overall economic outlook favorable, there should be increasing
investment in the private industrial and allied sectors. The demand for medium-
and long-term linancing from these sectors is also expected to continue to xise.
KDFC was set up) to be the principal source of such financing. The demand for
the tyDe of financial assistance KDFC offers is heavv and is expected to continue
to be so. Provided that it gets the proposed second Bank loan, its operations
will continue, at least in the near future. to be limited by its staff resources
rather than by lack of business. The management is making adequate ef'forts to
train and rpnrmiit st-qff.
6KnFr has derided to follow a policy o f Cnn.-iPrvi r it-S existina domestic
currency resources in view of the expected difficulty in augmenting them by other
thnn eqnuity increasesq This policy is justified for the present.
AA nM'lq forecat+. of forii oechangen lnon mpnnronVn1. f'nr the Mcrrent.
calendar year 1969, US$10 million, is realistic and, barring unforeseen develop-
men-ts i shrmleid naci r,1-,4 Frcs - )'o4-oir-f zQin rss fo' }970 annd t±ha
subsequent period are also conservatively based.
67. KDFC''s present financial position is sound. Future operations and
PfZnancial posi1;on --- proJected t-o remain sa-tis ,fa cto r-. Ca= ow he 4%1+11rn
years is expected to be sufficient to service KDFC's debts with a comfortable
rargin. InFU may therefore be considered a creditworthy borrower, and a sui. tahle
recipient for the proposed second Bank loan.
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SQV. The Bank is expected to be the principal source of KDFC's foreign
exchange requirements for at least the next two years. KDFC's needs for additional
foreign exchange resources for the period up to mid-1971 are assessed at about
$20 million.
AO Under the first Bank Loan Agreement. the i'free limit" was $l0.000.
As noted in paragraph 39, KDFC's smallest foreign exchange loan so far is $155,000,
and accordinglv the Rank kas examined everv loan proposal reouirina the use of
Bank funds. In view of the quality of JDFC's management and staff, of its loan
annrsisals. anrl of it.q follow-irn work; it will he eqlpniiate for the niirnose of
close supervision of KDFC's use of Bank funds to examine loans using about
t.hreeN quarters, bot+.h byr nm r and amoun+. of BanLk fiunds. nn tho h of t.he
projects already under consideration by KDFC, i-t is estimated that with a free
limit~~~~~- of-n,onpir pr=a fte Bank wo-nd -- require in about --o
the loans using Bank funds. It is recommended therefore that if a second loan
a~gree.ment i.s entered Into, the~ f-rCee i,i sh,ould boe raised to $300,000 with. 3 limit
of $5 million on the aggregate amount to be used for projects below the free Limit.
7C. The first Bank loan agreement provided for a concessional commitment
'>14ge. since IMF. OLno u nw sibubion. tL LS reco ...... Aended that 1U1 Ufor the p u U
secand Bank loan the Bank's standard practice be applied.
71. The following summarizes the recommendations concerning the proposeld
loan:
(i) the amount recommended is US$ 20 million;
(ii) the terms and conditions should be similar to those
of recent Bank loans to development finance companies
including the standard commitment charge;
(iii) KDFC!s free limit should be raised to $300,000.
ANNEX I
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KOREA DEVELOPMENT FINANCE CORPORATION
List of Shareholders
No. of Shares
I. FKI Members & Public
Ssangyong Cement Co., Ltd. 6,h75
Hankuk Glass Tndustrv Co. Ltd. 6,h73
Hankuk Fertilizer Co., Ltd. 5,96o
Jae T u rhng 5281
Pan Bon Spinning Co., Ltd. 5,oOO
Tong Yaril Cement CO T.r Lt ,768
Lucky Chemical Co., Ltd. 4,473
Korea Nylon Co., Ltd. ),0onn
Hyun-Dai Const. Co., Ltd. 4,000
Hong AJ ho 3,576
Yong Poong Trading Co., Ltd. 2,700
vore-a C,emIn-t -eg. Co, T4-A 
Korean Explosives Co., Ltd. 2,000
nolA Star no., T4-A 92,0n
u .J.LJ Id UC. ULJ , .AU.1
Taesung Lumber Ind'l Co., Ltd. 1,200
fnl- C-411, Mex4- -1 - 0- T4 1 onn
Hankuk Wool Textile Co., Ltd. 1,200
Ch1 u,-a.am Texti'e. Co., ULtd.1,9
Samho Trading Co., Ltd. 1,192
Jedong In-dustrial Co., Ltd. 1,192
Duck Kyun Shin 1,192
Sam Yang Co., Ltd. I,18S
Kyungsong Spinning Co., Ltd. 1,104
Inchon Ironmiorks Co., Ltd. J_,0U8
Hanil Synthetic Fiber Co., Ltcl. 1,080
Iissin Industrial Co., Lwt. 1,000
Ilshin Industrial Co., Ltd. 1,000
Kyung Dong Sul! 1,000
93 shareholders holding less than 1,000
shares each 9,094
8h,000
II. Commercial Banks
The Cho Heung Bank 9,200
The Commercial Bank of Korea 9,200
The First City Bank of Korea 9,200
The Hanil Bank 9,200
The Bank of Seoul 3,200
40,000
Al=EF I
Page 2
No. of Shares
II. Insurance Companies
Korea Re-Insurance Co., Ltd. 10,000
Dae Han Life & Insurance Co., Ltd. 2,400
Dong Bang Life Insurance Co., Ltd. 2,400
Dae Han Educational Insurance Co., Ltd. 2,400
Dong Yang Fire & MIarine Insurance Co., Ltd. 2,100
Shin Dong-A Liabilities Insurance Co., Ltd. 2,100
Dae Han Fire & Marine Insurance Co., Ltd. 2,100
Thp Kukin Fire & Marine Insurance Co.. Ltd. 2,100
The Koryo Fire & Marine Insurance Co., Ltd. 2,100
The First Fire & Marine Insurance Co._ Ltd. 2;100
Haedong Fire & Marine Insurance Co., Ltd. 2,100
The An..Kuk Fire & R. arl?-inT.n nsuran T+d. 92,Ino
The Eastern Fire & Marine Insurance Co., Ltd. 2,100
fl-i, V,-. -L Tv%I-n^ (rf% T +A 9 lin(
Pan KLo., Fr & .. L *LO-.ri . srneC* J.Lt'1. Ml,
Koryo Life Insurance Co., Ltd. 600
rr Vhe - -is L4f T I P-nsurance Co. T@d 4,n
L1A- J. .L.I 0J II 14.L± .1[.L 
0 .
L1.I Jo U.', LI W U.C
Heung Kuk Life Insurance Co., Ltd. 600
40,000
III. Foreign Shareholders
Bank of America 9,450
First National City Overseas
Investment Corporation 9,450
United California Bank International 7 ,560
Irving International Financing Corporation 6,750
Deutsche Barnk A.G. 6, 750
The Chartered Bank 5,400
Banca Commerciale Italiana 5,400
The Industrial Bank of Japan, Limited 8,370
The Bank of Tokyo, Ltd. 8,370
67, 5tJ
International Finance Corporation 38,5uu
Total 27O,000
June 5, 1969
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KOREA DEVELOPMIENT FINANCE CORPORATION
Board of Directors
(Elected at the Shareholders Meeting held on February 13, 1969)
1RUFpUOwse,"r' nwrearn Sha-rehuolders
L IUrU . c CLOUL SI rOrng (1DLsBA
Mr. Chin Hyung Kim (President)
rw:. Byoig Joon Lee Governor, '.orea InvestU11=1 LveLoLpt
Coiporation
Mr. Jae Ho Chung SamKo Textile Co. Ltu.
Mr. Suk Choon Lim Governor, The Commercial Bank of Korea
Mr. Woo Dong Cho President, Dong Bang Life Insurance Co. Ltd.
Mr. Yong Wan Kim Kyungsong Spinming Co. Ltd.
iIAr. In Hoi Koo Lucky Chemical Co. Ltd.
Mr. Tai Sup Choi Hankuk Glass Industry Co. Ltd.
Representing Foreign Shareholders
M4r. H. H. Liller Seoul Manager, The Chartered Bank
Mr. Masahisa Shikano Seoul. Manager, Bank of Tokyo
Mr. David C. Colville Tokyo Vice President, Bank of America
Representing IFC
Mr. Y. L. Chang Adviser, International Finance Corporation
IBRD/DFC
June 5, 1969
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KOREA DEVELOPPIENT FINANCE CORPORATION
Statement of Investmnent and Oprational Policies
(Adopted by the Board of Directors orl April 25, 1967
and amended on February 29, 1968)
The Korea Development Finance Corporation, whose object is to
promote the expansion of private enterprise in the Republic of Korea,
will be guided by the policies set forth below:
I. The Scope of Investment Activities
1) KDI'C will invest only in productive enterprises. While its
primary activity will be manufacturing and processing industry,
it may invest also in other types of enterprises, including
transport, tourism, and large-scale commercially oriented
agriculture. However, trade, real estate and small-scale
alrriculture will be excluded.
2) KDFC will finance only private enterprises which are properly
organized and managed. KDFC will not invest in undertakings
which are Government-owned and operated, but a Government
holding of not more than 15% of the voting stock of a private
enterprise shall not make such enterprise ineligible for finan-
cial assistance from KDFC. KDFC will finance both new enter-
prises and existing ones for expansion or improvement.
3) In its operations, KDFC will give due regard to the Government' .
general ecc)nomic plans and policies. The following categories
of industries will receive high priority, in accordance with
the Government economic policies and objectives:
a) export industries;
b) import-substitute industries;
c) industries producing raw materials necessary for production
of export comA4oditieS an innmport-substituts ;
d) indigAenous cal i4ndust+r_ which i,nrrespecanl advantage in
~**~ £. 5 ~**~tA~ ~ ~ V~ VVf A.~.I - -V - a_ -CS LII
comparative costs and potential marketability in foreign
Lia fS L)oe 
e) parti4cipatl-on or assiLstaKnce -ln Ile tturn-over of Ile
Ul J .± LI )aL lJILL LDU0. LA . LL i UI~ U. i)V.L L U1J.i
Government-owJned industries to private ownership.
4) IDFC will assist private enterprises in the following ways:
a) medium and long-term loans;
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b) equity participation (through underwriting, conversion
rights, direct participation in share cap:ital or other-
wise);
c) guarantee of payment for machinery and equipment imported
or otherwise;
d) zuarantee and underwri-ting of corporate securities;
e) technical and managerial consultant services; and
f) any other annronriate manner.
<) KDFC w ll seek through its oneration, to broaden the owner-
ship of private securities in Korea.
6) KDFC's financial assistance will be primarily for expenditures
for fixed assets. KDFC wi:Ll, however; consider requests for
permanent working capital in conjunction with its financial
assistance for such ca+pita:L rnrAnitJirsq
7) KDFC wll study periodcal :Ly the trend of over-al industria-
development and investment opportunities in the private sector
.n cooperatlon with research institutes for promotion of new
enterprises or expansion of the existing ones.
II. Basis for Investment Decisions
8) KDFC will make investment decisions only on the basis of sound
investment criteria and standards, and wiLl p;rovide financial
assistance only to those projects which are financially and
economically sound and technically feasible. Special attention
will be given to the ability of management and the profitability
of the enterprise.
LI1. Diversification of Portfolio
9) KDFC will diversify its portfolio in order to maintain a
reasonable level of risk.
10) KDFC will not provide financial assistance of less than the
lWon equivalent of $50,000. The maximum financial commitment
in whatever form, including loan, share capital or guarantee
or any combination thereof, that KDFC may make to any single
enterprise will not exceed 15% of the total of KDFC's paid-in
capital, free reserves and Government loan of 1968.
Annex IV
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11) KDFPC will not commit to any single enterprise in form of share
capital more than 10% of KDFC's paid-in capital and free
reserves. The aggregate equity investment of KDFC at any time
wil:l not exceed the total of its paid-in share capital ancl
free reserves.
12) In undertaking large-size projects, KDFC will seek cooperation
wi1h other fin-ncial institutions, both domestic and foreign.
LI , -rn-ov,er of17 Portfolio
±U±1L~~~v~~ ~4J. S
13) T order to recover its resources for. new conmi+.miten+t and to
encourage widespread ownership of private securities, KDFC
will revolve its portfolio whenever it can do so on satisfactory
terms. In selling an investment it will pay due regard not only
'o its o-wn iniLeres's but a'so to the ninrests of other partic
ipznts in such investment, as also to the interest of the
concern whose shares are involved.
V. Relationship with Enterprises Financed
14) KDFC will not take a controlling interest in any enterprise in
which it has invested, or any other interest which would give
it primary responsibility for management, except that in the
case of jeopardy, it may take such action as may be necessary
to protect its interest. To this end it will not take up more
than 25' of the share capital of an enterprise, except as the
result of an underwriting commitment undertaken in the expect-
ation that the investment would in fact be within the limit
cited.
15) In accordance with normal banking practice, KDFC will require
its borrowers to provide and to maintain adequate security,
to keep records and accounts in accordance with sound
accounting practices, and to furnish whatever information on
their operations and accounts KDFC deems desirable. KDFC will
tahe the right to inspect the enterprises it finances as well
as their operations and accounts.
16) Business secrets and other information furnished by applicants
or clients will be treated as confidential.
VI Financial Gui-de-Lines
17) KDVYC will lend and invst. its. resources in such a way as to
ma-intain the value of its capital. KDFC will. pass to its
cl-ients n.y foreign exchange risk it assumes or find other
suiLtable means -'c cover it.
Annex IV
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18) KDVC will ]lot incur any debt (not including as debt the loan
mr.atde by Korean Government in 1968) in excess of three times
the aggrerate of its paid-.in capital, free reserves and the 1963
rGo-vernmient- loan o-auv-It a nd,4ing
19) KDFIC will maintain accounting records adequate to reflect its
business operations in accordance with sound and generally
accepted International acco-unting practices and standards.
KDFC will employ qualified and independent public accountants
to audit its books and certify 'he accounts annually.
VII. Profits and Their Distribution
20) KDFC will seek to develop earnings sufficient to cover expenses
ancd taxes, to provide reserves adequate to the size and risks ol'
its portfolio and to protect its equity against erosion and 'o
pay satisfactory dividends. It will seek profits on its equity
investments and will impose interest rates, fees and other
charges for its loans and services which will permit it to
achieve that level of profitability. It will build and maintain
reserves consistent with sound financial management. It will
set. aside each year from net income before tax the amount
required by law as the legal reserve. In addition, it will
accumulate other reserves, including reserve for losses, as
considered prudent by the Board of Directors.
VIII. Staff
21) KDFC wrill build up a technically qualified staff capable of
carrying the responsibilities which KDFC's objectives create,
and able to provide the services to clients which those
objectives call for.
IX. Revision of Policies
22) Any proposal to revise this Statement of Investment and
Operational Policies shall be considered by the Board of
Directors only after each member has been given an adequate
opportunity ton studv and comment on the proposal, and it shall
be approved at a meeting of the Board of Directors by two-
thirds of all directors.
IBFMD/DFC
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Audited Balance Sheet as of December 31, 196$7 and 1968
A Ic'C1S E
1968 1967
G- reni assets:
Cash in banks W 10,387,399 W 2,8O7,065
Demand deposits, interest bearing 147, 00,000
Special depo3it with the Korean
Reconstruction Bank 1i655,O()O,00000
Time deposit3 with banks, due within
one year 1,727,1J.8,400 516,060,000
Accrued interest receivable 20,395,952 2,h26,24'
Prepaid expenses 23__2L535
ToIal i----4 assets A 56091 ,lnQ4r286 52o23n''
Ti-mW deposits, due afL-ter one year(w.,ooo0,ooo in 1968 restricted for
employees! severance pay) 7,uC0,u000 382,Ouu,u00u
Loanws and investments 300, UUU ..UU
Property and e(qipmentv at cost less
accumulated depreciation and amortization 39,937,327 9,371,461
t.,her assets:
Lease and other deposits 8,794,760 4h962,000
Organization expense, less amortization
of W4Y 1863h80 8,372,959 10 84,847
9172,1672719 -31504
eJ3.92L.239.332 94928.511.622
ANTTIEX V
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YEiABILM9I3 AND STUOM M- QU ILL ±yuu .L7
Current liabi-iity:
Accrued expenses W 1,112,008 . 1J,273,381
Employeest severance Liability 5,oo00,000
Long-term debt - Korean Reconstruction
Bank loan 2 02, 000,000
;tockholders' equity:
Common stock, 145,000 par value:
Authorized, issued and outstanding:
1968 - 270,000 shares 13350,000,000 820,U0vUtJU
1967 - :164,ooo shares
Retained earnings:
Legal reserve l0,OC),OOO -
Voluntary reserve 90, )00, 000
Unappropriated:
Balance, January 1 107,238,241
Appropriations for legal reseinre
andl voluntarv reserve 100,(00,0 _
Net income fo r year 435.889,083 107 238,2?1l
Balance, December 31 4L2107,238,,24l
54'31 L27 -oI 1C7 0- Oil
549-L7324 A. .9 .........17282j
Total stockholders' eqLity l,893127,32h 9274238,2W1
W3,924P239,332 K-T928,5116L
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Audited Statemenits Of iaunme f or the
Years ended December 31, 1967 and 1968
196 ____'loc. >
interest inccme:
Loans TW 3,541,916 w -
Time and demand deposits 433,533,262 14z2,340,3597
Special deposits, net of interest
on loan - W76, 894, 520 in 1968 106,465,751 _
Other 1, 00523) -
54)4546,163 142,340,397
General and a6hinistrative expenses:
Salaries. wages and benefits 47.493,402 13,272.7L7
Rent, utilities and supplies 16,621,803 5,843,986
Entertainmen.t and publicr relations 12.!00.1h 5.o908.030
Travel and transportation 9,017,)434 3,935,o81
Denreciation and amortization 7.j97;983 2.9q2.258
Taxes and public levies 6,766,o68 937,300
Pr'ofessiona1.s'c.nes E5FThOs6Q)1 1;230;000
Subscriptions and dues 2,)468,654 276,515
Ct.hot ~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~RAI-ARA 7),A- -9R
108,657,00 35,102,15
1/
;et income (.Ae-305,889, u o L ."±Q(,i38,2)
j1 KDFC's interest income from bank time deposits is tax exempt. After
excluding income from bank time deposits, KDFC had no taxable income
in either 1967 or 1968.
-uue n, yoy
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FbrcAt of Aprovals Ca timnents and Dtauinamnnt.. 1969-73
(D=estle auzoye Won 000)
(yeo-ip eerry $ Oow)
Year ending December 31 11969 19 1971 2 1973
APPROVALS
Domeatic currency loatn 440,000 699,600 881,925 l,071,400 1,199,275 1,211,000Domestic currencv amuity 1nventmnte thO0OD0 1Sjl h 1 AVO 1Ql1dY0 203 225 218 9 n
Foreign currency loan 2.8 100 600 19 100 21 5°
Total approvals (US$ oqtiValf nt) Y jg :4 9 _-Ri _67W
COIQITMIENTS
Domestic currency,
Lonl, 390,00 551,675 036,275 1,024,100 1,167,100 1,208,350
Equity investimits a laO 125.4w 163.0 193.60 2" 2231 218 900
Total comitn.mts of domestic
Forea£n currnmv 1mlmt
Total comitenta of forein cw m1y 8.150 12.850 15 900 18.475 20.275
Total comitnta (U0$ equivalent) 2353 10.623 16,484 20.328 23458 25 465
DISBURSEIENTS
Domestic currency
Loans 160,000 454i,850 744,975 929,500 1,103,300 1,202,300
Fq,U£ty i£nstmats Y140n 000 A 700 11A inn 178 475C 19S -2e21
Total disburstments in domestic
currency 300.000 57.5$0 889.075 1,107,975 1,301.575 1 .oo
Foreign currency loanDii
Total disbursementui in foreign
currency 
_ 3113 5343 _ 12.850 15, gm _18 475
Total disbursements (US$ equivalent) 1.071 4.9S5 8576 _ 16.879 20.633 23.615
IBRD/DFC
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Projected Income Statements, 1969-73
Ye<>v en.dingDce,e 31A 'I6 197r0 -1071 1 Q7 9 1 91,
T P_ 5 ,. T | | O5 nen n n [ zo~~I RA A rnAIRIncomie fLrom loans - IntEerest 307; ) VI - 87ArA
Capital gains - - - - 50C9
JiviUELU 1I1CUMiIU - - 51 2'
Income from short-term investments,
deposits, etc. ILo i,695 21,1/ 1 082 Lli
Total income 2,217 _,o5 3,8 5,07
Interest and commitment charges
on borrowings 350 568 1,193 2,141 3,225
Salaries and other personnel
expenses 178 235 310 384 45s
Other administrative and general
expenses 267 352 464 576 671
Provision for doubtful loans and
investments - 1 - - - 2
Total expenses 795 1,155 1,967 3,101 4,363
Profit before tax 1,422 1,499 1,816 1,989 3,426
Provision for tax - - 70 213 532
.iet profit 1,422 1,L99 1l_746 1,776 2,894
AP'9ROPRIATIONS
Dividends 589 589 1,038 1,486 2,236
Reserves 8l333 910 707 290 658
1,422 1,499 l,7 L6 1,776 2,894
1vet Profit as 0 of Paid-in Capital
(end of the period) 28.9 30.5 17.6 17.9 19.5
t!et Profit as 5 of Equity (end
of the period) 18.4 17.3 15.3 15.2 16.7
IT?-1D/DFC
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(us$ 000)
Projected Cash Flow Statements, 1969-73
Year ending December 31 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
SOURCES:
Profit before tax 1,422 1,499 1L,816 1,989 2,917
Add ha'k non-^ash charges
(depreciation, provisions,
.Citeoff, etc.) 6ll 73 76 80 96
Increase in share capital - - 2,000 - 5,000
Dra-down on foeg curenc
borrowings 3,113 5,343 12,850 15,900 18,475
Domestic currency borrowir.gs
Loan collections:
Against doMjesMl c cur -l -oans )73 39) 594 802 968
Against foreign currency loans - - 408 890 2,274
e| w svI s D - - - - - ;:vo-e
investments cr loans) 
- - - - 1,018
US ES:
Increase in fixed assets 49 36 9 17 18
Disbursement of loans:
Domestic currency 1,654 2,709 3,380 4,012 4.372
Foreign currency 3,113 5,343 12,850 15,900 18,475
Equity investnents 228 524 649 721 768
Repayments:
Against foreign currency
borrowings 
- - 408 890 2,274
Payment of taxes 
- - 70 70 213
payment of dividends - 589 589 1,039 1 486
Increase (dec:cease) in short-term
investments and cash (372) (1,891) (211) (2,988) 35142
b172 7310 17,744 19,661 30:,T
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_Projected lance Sheets, 196Q-73
As of December 31 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
ASSETS
Cash & short-term deposits 287 365 446 502 525
Short-term in-v-estment,s and
fixed deposits 12,249 10,207 9,909 6,785 9,820
outstanding icans:
Foreign currency 3,:113 8,456 20,898 35,908 52,109
Domestic currency 2,1635 4,4(f 7,263 0, 47 13,877
Less provision for
doubtful loans - - - 12
77 12,933 25,l: 46,381 65,97i
Fquity investments 737 1,261 1,9:LO 2,631 2,890
Fixed assets (net) 257 293 302 319 337
Total assets 18,06 25,059 4o,728 6,6i8 79,5)Th
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Taxes payable - 70 213 532
Dividends payable 589 _ 589 1,039 1,486 2,236'
.5- 589 1,l)J9 -1,699 2,7636
Foreign currency borrowings 3,113 8,456 20,898 35,908 52,109
Domestic currency borrowings
(subordinated to other debt) 7 364 7 364 7,36h 7,364 7,364i
10:i477 1, 8 25,262 43,272 59,47.3
Share capital L.909 h,909 9,9()9 9,909 14,909
Reserve, unappropriated surplus 2, 831 3, 7 L4- 1,418 1,738 2,3996
7771w 5,650 11,3577 11,647 17,30.;
Total liabilities
and equity 18,806 25,059 40,728 56,618 79,54O
rlnrrpnt Rstin 21:1 17:1 9:1 h:l 4:!
Total Long-Term Debt/Equity Ratio 1.3:1 1.8:1 2.4:1 3.7:1 3.4::L
Debt,/Equity Ratio as defined in
Bank Loan Agreement 0.2:1 0.5:1 1.1:1 1.9:1 2.1:L
Trnnn /nrTiIDUWI/ ir u
jim.n 5. 1969
